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**AUCTIONS**

The auction dates will also be published on the website.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Auction #</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Lots Per Min.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#21 - 03/26/21</td>
<td>9-11:21 pm Eastern</td>
<td>1 Lot Every 2 Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#22 - 04/23/21</td>
<td>9-11:21 pm Eastern</td>
<td>1 Lot Every 2 Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#23 - 05/14/21</td>
<td>9-11:21 pm Eastern</td>
<td>1 Lot Every 2 Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#24 - 06/25/21</td>
<td>9-11:21 pm Eastern</td>
<td>1 Lot Every 2 Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#25 - 07/30/21</td>
<td>9-11:21 pm Eastern</td>
<td>1 Lot Every 2 Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#26 - 09/24/21</td>
<td>9-11:19 pm Eastern</td>
<td>1 Lot Every 2 Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#27 - 10/22/21</td>
<td>9-11:21 pm Eastern</td>
<td>1 Lot Every 2 Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#28 - 11/19/21</td>
<td>9-11:21 pm Eastern</td>
<td>1 Lot Every 2 Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#29 - 01/21/22</td>
<td>9-11:21 pm Eastern</td>
<td>1 Lot Every 2 Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#30 - 02/18/22</td>
<td>9-11:21 pm Eastern</td>
<td>1 Lot Every 2 Min.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BIDDING (PHONE/E-MAIL/INTERNET)**

We will accept bids via mail, e-mail (all e-mail bids must be received by 9:00 pm Eastern Time Thursday the week the auction ends. **All bidders must be registered no later than 9:00 pm Eastern Time by Thursday, the same week the auction you want to bid on begins, for Adventure House to accept your bid.** To place an internet bid, go to www.adventurehouse.com/ah_auctions. You may view items, check current bids, place items on watch and place bids at the auction site. The site will allow you to browse each item, view image(s) of each item and also place bids.

**BIDDING INCREMENTS**

The first bid, regardless of method of acceptance, that matches or exceeds the opening bid becomes the high bid. The next highest bid will be displayed on the auction site for each individual lot. Note that pre-placed MAX BIDS may ultimately exceed the next high bid by less than 10%.

**TERMS OF SALE**

1. Buyer Premium for these auctions is **15%**. Payment may be made through Square or Paypal through the website. You may also pay by check. A winning bid of $100 will be billed $115, which includes the 15% buyer premium. All checks or money orders must be drawn on a US Bank.
2. All items are sold to the highest bidder, as long as reserve is met.
3. Bidder accepts the terms and conditions of sale stated as follows when placing a bid.
4. Each item has an opening bid and the first person to match or exceed that amount will be designated as the high bidder. The item will be sold to the high bidder unless another bidder exceeds the high bid as accepted by the site. Note that pre-placed Max Bids may ultimately exceed the required bid by less than 10%. Bids are viewable online throughout the bid process, as soon as the items are listed as available for auction.
5. Tie bids [highly unlikely] will be decided by the first bid received.
6. **RESERVES.** In the event that a lot has a reserve, it will be sold to the high bidder once the reserve price has been met.
7. Winning bidder will pay winning bid amount, plus shipping/handling, buyers premium, and insurance (only if requested). Adventure House will ship items by United States Postal Service. Adventure House will declare the full value of each package going to a winning bidder residing outside of the United States.
8. All winning bidders living within the State of Maryland will pay 6% sales tax, unless the winning bidder provides a tax re-sale number.
9. We will not accept a phone/email or mail bid request to “top all other bidders.” We will however, be happy to accept and execute a max bid request. We will not be held responsible or liable for failing to execute a manual bidder’s high bid. Adventure House may at our discretion re-open the bidding on any lot.
10. All bidders must be registered with Adventure House. Registration includes name, address, phone number, and an email address.
11. Please review the auction table regarding the start and end time for each auction. Internet bidding is occurring at the same time and high bids will be updated immediately. The auctions will have a rolling close with each lot closing according to the auction table. If you have any questions regarding the items or lots, please don’t hesitate to call up to the day prior to the auction opening.
12. Cancelled bids. Adventure House will not accept any cancelled bids the day of the auction. If you need to cancel your bid, you must do so by 9:00 pm Eastern Time the day before the action is scheduled to close.
13. All winning bidders must pay for their items within 14 days. Adventure House will not assume responsibility for errors or omissions in the bid amount or item numbers made by the bidder. Please check your bids for accuracy prior to the final day. An error by Adventure House in description, condition or inability to ship an item are the only cause for a refund. Request for a refund must be made within 5 days of receiving the item.
14. All sales are final. Personal checks from a first time buyer may require a two week hold until the check clears the bank.
15. Errors and omissions. Although we have made every effort to accurately describe each lot, if you believe there is an error or omission, please contact us and we will endeavor to change it on the auction site. If for any reason the error or omission cannot be corrected, we reserve the right to withdraw the lot and relist it at a later time.
16. Upon completion of the auction, please log back into your dashboard on the website. Once there, you'll be able to check the lots you won, choose the shipping method you prefer and then select your payment method. If you need a visual tutorial, please check out the site at: https://adventurehouse.com/ah_auctions/guide-to-our-auctions/. You can also read the tutorial published on page 5 of this catalog.
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Additional Auction Information

1. This auction catalog is arranged by the auction number and date of closing.
2. The titles in each auction are displayed in this catalog in alphabetical order, but the auction lots will be mixed in a random order. Please check the website for the closing time of each lot.
3. Lots will close in two minute intervals beginning at 9:00 pm Eastern time. You may bid at any time the lots become active up to the closing time for that lot. If a lot receives a bid within three minutes prior to that lot closing, the closing time for that lot will extend an additional five minutes.
4. There is a slight increase on the buyers premium for these auctions. We will now be charging a 15% buyers premium.
5. All lots have a grade and grade description. If you have any questions, there is a Private Message menu item in which you may contact us directly.
6. There are 719 individual lots divided up into 10 auctions. There are thousands of other books, pulps and fanzines we’ve already added to our direct sales pages. You may find those at: www.adventurehouse.com/shop. You may search by title, author or artist using the search bar found on the upper right hand portion of the website’s first page.
Some knew him as Ed, and some knew him as Dan, either way he was a super fan of Robert E. Howard and H.P. Lovecraft. His collecting interests ran the gamut of original pulps and paperbacks to magazines and appearances by his favorite female model Bettie Page. Ed collected fanzines, art, comics, reprints, hardbacks...well if it was made of paper and appealed to his interest he wanted it!

He packed his vast collection into a small house he shared with his wife, Kathy and two sons in the Maryland suburbs. Ed was a frequent passenger when my book/video store partner and I packed ourselves off to numerous conventions. Be it the York, PA antiquarian book fair, Paperback Show in NYC, Pulpcon in Ohio, Worldcon in Baltimore or Windy City in Chicago. Ed had to endure some long trips, and not necessarily planned long trips to boot. His last visit to Windy City turned into a weather nightmare. On our return trip to Maryland, a Spring snowstorm shut down parts of the Ohio and PA turnpikes. What should have been a fourteen hour trip, turned into a three day ordeal.

For years after the pulps ceased to be published, collecting magazines was relegated to ads in fanzines, an occasional catalog and on the rare event an actual convention. Luckily the Washington DC area had several major pulp dealers and several notable collectors, yet Ed was always on the lookout for more. Eventually the search became easier once eBay came along. There was a friendly competition between us, although I was never going to catch up as he had a decade head start.

Ed Gobbett was a veteran of the US Army and served time in Korea guarding the boarder with his K9 dog. Ironically enough, once out of the Army, Ed became a postal carrier and he fretted about the aggresive dogs on his postal route. After several decades pounding the pavement delivering mail, he changed crafts and moved indoors and manned a postal counter near his home until he retired.

Nearly all of his collection included a note card, or more likely a sticker attached to the back of the bag, highlighting important information. This information would run the gamut of his favorite authors or artists that appeared in the magazine, or perhaps some historical note he gleaned from the magazine. Adding to that data, he would pen his favorite phrase..."Rare Thus." A pseudo antiquarian term in which he believed that pulps in general are rare. For those who are jaded about pulps, especially if we've had hundreds if not thousands pour through our hands, pulps indeed are rare. Print runs, even amongst the best titles paled in comparision to even Golden Age comics and glossy slick magazines. Titles like THE SHADOW in its heyday would receive print runs of 300,000 copies. SUPERMAN received a print run exceeding 1 million. Titles like STREET & SMITH'S LOVE STORY MAGAZINE had even higher print runs than the standard pulp...yet try to find a copy of the first issue. So...Ed, your pulps are indeed RARE THUS.

What would attract Ed's attention in the realm of collecting? He loved cover art, and delighted in showing off his finds with a comment about the cover design or some author he collected. Any fanzine, paperback or pulp that included Robert E. Howard was fair game. It didn't stop with REH. All one has to do is scan through this catalog and the authors highlighted, to see what interested him. He had a nearly complete run of WEIRD TALES. You won't see them in this catalog because most of them were sold through another dealer to a single collector. You can see more of Ed's other interests if you check out my good friend and former video/book store partner's eBay store under the name "bookzim."

Ed was generous with his time and talents. Always willing to help fellow fans, Ed corresponded with numerous collectors, amateur authors and publishers. He wasn't exceedingly well known throughout fandom, but that was pretty much the way he liked it. In fact, I've been selling the collection of REH's Literary Executor Glenn Lord, and the amount of corespondance and support that they gave each other is vast. For nearly 40 years I counted myself as one of Ed's friends. Our last few years were mostly apart, but I'm still saddened by his passing and believe it's my privledge to bring part of his personal collection once again to the market.
Guide to Pay For Auction Winners

When you find yourself as one of the lucky winners of a lot, please follow the instructions here to choose your payment and shipping method.

1. Login to your account on the auction site. Click on the Login/Register and enter your login information.

2. Once logged in, the Login/Register will change to My Account. Click again now on the My Account link.

3. Your dashboard will appear. From here you’ll be able to make changes to your billing or shipping addresses, payment methods and in this case, click on the AUCTIONS link.

4. Then click on the Bids Won menu selection to view all those lots you’ve won. If you’ve won more than one lot, click Check Out All.

5. If this is the first time you’ve won a lot with our auction, you’ll most likely need to fill in your Billing and Shipping details.

6. Once you’ve entered your name and shipping/billing information, proceed to payment. Click on your preferred shipping method and then your choice of payment. Check, Paypal, or your Credit Card through Square. Click on PLACE ORDER and you are done. Please remember to click on Check Out All, if you’ve won more than one lot. Paying for each lot will incur a shipping fee for each lot, where Check Out All will combine the lots into a single transaction and shipping fees will be calculated on the total weight of all items purchased.
10 Story Book - 01/36

Action Stories - 04/35

Adventure Trails - 01/29

All Detective Magazine - 05/34

All Star Detective Stories - 12/30

Argosy - 10/03/36

Bedtime Stories - 06/34

Black Book Detective Magazine - 10/34
Black Mask - 02/15/23  
Grade: G-VG  
Author(s): C.S. Montanye [The Jewel of Blood] - Charles Somerville - Drayton Dunster - Wilson Clay Missimer  
Artist: A. Gase  
Est. Value: $400 - $1200

Bloody Pulp - 04/47  
Grade: FN  
Author(s): All Anonymous [I Hung A Jury]  
Artist:  
Est. Value: $150 - $450

Breezy Stories - 02/35  
Grade: VF  
Author(s): Helen Adams [She Couldn’t Say No] - Dorothy Dow - Ralph Birchard - Oliver Scott  
Artist: Enoch Bolles  
Est. Value: $150 - $450

Clues Detective Stories - 07/35  
Grade: VG-FN  
Author(s): E. Hoffman Price [The Claw of Iblis] - Cleve Adams - Arden X. Pangborn - Paul Ernst  
Artist: Tom Lovell  
Est. Value: $150 - $450

College Humor - 08/27  
Grade: VG  
Author(s): Cornell Woolrich [Children of the Ritz] - T.S. Stribling - MacKinley Kantor  
Artist: Rolf Armstrong  
Est. Value: $150 - $450

Complete Stories - 08/36  
Grade: G-VG  
Author(s): Robert E. Howard [The Country of the Knife] - George Harmon Coxe - Cole Richards - Robert Ormond Case  
Artist: Modest Stein  
Est. Value: $125 - $375

Detective Action Stories - 01/31  
Grade: G-VG  
Author(s): Erle Stanley Gardner [The Mysterious Mr. Manse] - J. Allan Dunn - F.W. Mason - Leslie T. White  
Artist: William Reusswig  
Est. Value: $100 - $300

Detective Book Magazine - 08/31  
Grade: FN  
Author(s): Henry Holt [The Midnight Mail Murder] - Seabury Quinn  
Artist: Nick Eggenhofer  
Est. Value: $75 - $225
Detective Short Stories - 04/38

Detective Story Magazine - 09/19/31

Detective Tales - 09/36
Grade: FN - Author(s): Norbert Davis [Paroled To Murder!] - Paul Ernst - Arthur Leo Zagat - Wayne Rogers - Artist: Tom Lovell - Est. Value: $150 - $450

Detective Tales - 04/41

Dime Detective Magazine - 01/15/34

Dime Detective Magazine - 03/38
Grade: VG - Author(s): Raymond Chandler [The King In Yellow] - Carroll John Daly - Frederick C. Davis - Artist: Walter Baumhofer - Est. Value: $150 - $450

Dime Mystery Magazine - 07/39

Double Action Western - 12/56
Grade: VG - Author(s): Robert E. Howard [When Smoke Rolled] - Peter Norcross - Artist: - Est. Value: $25 - $75
Droll Stories - 10/26  
Grade: VG  
Author(s): Jack Woodford [Oh How Walter Could Kiss] - Eric Taylor - Peggy Gaddis - Artist: -  
Est. Value: $50 - $150

Fight Stories - Fall/39  
Grade: VG-FN  
Author(s): Robert E. Howard [Mark Adam] [Never Give A Sucker A Break!]; Robert Leslie Bellem - Theodore Roscoe - Jack Kofoed - Artist: George Gross -  
Est. Value: $125 - $375

Fight Stories - Spring/42  
Grade: VG-FN  
Author(s): Robert E. Howard [Mark Adam] [Samson Had A Soft Spot]; Jack Kofoed - Artist: George Gross -  
Est. Value: $125 - $375

Gay Parisienne - 08/34  
Grade: VG-FN  
Author(s): Franc Arnette [A Sister To Assist Her]; Phillipe di Mario - Jean Maxwell - Myrna Williams - Artist: Earle Bergey -  
Est. Value: $175 - $525

High Heel Magazine - 05/37  
Grade: FN  
Author(s): Ann Lawrence [Give Away Matches] - Artist: -  
Est. Value: $125 - $375

Invincible Detective Magazine [Australian] - 05/50  
Grade: GVG  
Author(s): T.T. Flynn [Mr. Maddox' Haunted Horse]; William R. Cox - John D. MacDonald - Day Keene - Artist: Norman Saunders [Knock-off] -  
Est. Value: $35 - $75

La Paree Stories - 07/35  
Grade: VG-FN  
Author(s): Robert Leslie Bellem [Grand Slam In Diamonds]; Gerard Ravel - Cary Moran - Artist: Earle Bergey -  
Est. Value: $200 - $600

Liberty - 11/25/33  
Grade: VG-FN  
Author(s): Edgar Rice Burroughs [Tarzan and the Lion Man [Pt 3]]; Beatice Grimshaw - Lowell Thomas - Artist: Leslie Thrasher -  
Est. Value: $65 - $195
Marvel Science Stories - 08/39  
Grade: FN  
Artist: J.M. Scott  
Est. Value: $125 - $375

Mysterious Wu Fang - 09/35  
Grade: G-VG  
Author(s): Robert J. Hogan [The Case of the Six Coffins] - Frank Gruber - Steve Fisher  
Artist: Jerome Rozen  
Est. Value: $125 - $375

Mystery Magazine - 05/40  
Grade: FN  
Author(s): Norman Daniels [The Crack of Doom] - Maxwell Grant [Norgil] - Norvell Page - Theodore Tinsley  
Artist: Modest Stein  
Est. Value: $100 - $300

Mystery Stories - 04/29  
Grade: FN-VF  
Author(s): Carl Clausen [Alvin F. Harlow] - Mark Plum - Leslie McFarlane - Laurence Donovan  
Artist: Wilbur Thomas  
Est. Value: $200 - $600

Pep Stories - 04/31  
Grade: G  
Author(s): Robert Leslie Bellem [Pressing Business]  
Artist:  
Est. Value: $50 - $90

Pep Stories - 10/32  
Grade: VG-FN  
Author(s): Ethel la Relle [Madoap Musette] - Robert Leslie Bellem - Frank Kenneth Young  
Artist:  
Est. Value: $160 - $450

Phantom Detective Cases [British] - Summer/48  
Grade: VF  
Author(s): Harry Travers [The Bandit of La Vellita] - Leslie Halward - N. Wesley Firth - Earl Ellison  
Artist:  
Est. Value: $75 - $225

Private Detective Stories - 05/39  
Grade: FN  
Author(s): Roger Torrey [Road Show] - Robert A. Garron - Dale Boyd  
Artist: H. Parkhurst  
Est. Value: $150 - $450
Saucy Movie Tales - 01/36
Grade: G-VG
Artist: Norman Saunders

Science and Invention - 11/23
Grade: VG-FN
Author(s): Ray Cummings [Around the Universe [5th Pt]]
Hugo Gernsback
Artist: 
Est. Value: $75 - $225

Sinister Stories [British]
Grade: VG-FN
Author(s): Francis James [Brides For the Half-Men]
Russell Gray
Harrison Storm
Artist: 
Est. Value: $75 - $225

Speed Detective - 03/44
Grade: FN
Author(s): Robert Leslie Bellem [Gun From Gotham]
Laurence Donovan
Artist: Allen Anderson
Est. Value: $150 - $450

Speed Mystery - 11/43
Grade: VG
Author(s): Lew Merrill [Like A Tiger]
Robert A. Garron
Hugh Speer
George A. McDonald
Artist: H.J. Ward
Est. Value: $125 - $375
Spicy Detective Stories - 09/35

Spicy Detective Stories - 10/36

Spicy Detective Stories - 07/38

Spicy Detective Stories - 05/41

Spicy Detective Stories - 08/42
Spicy Mystery Stories - 06/36
Grade: VG-FN
Author(s): Cary Moran [The Cat Tastes Blood], Robert Leslie Bellem, Justin Case [Hugh B. Cave], Lew Merrill
Artist: H.J. Ward
Est. Value: $500 - $1500

Spicy Mystery Stories - 12/40
Grade: VG
Author(s): Lew Merrill [The Lifted Veil], Robert A. Garron, Randolph Barr, Watt Dell
Artist: H.J. Ward
Est. Value: $250 - $750

Spicy Western Stories - 11/36
Grade: VG-FN
Author(s): Stuart Adams [The Arizona Kid], E. Hoffman Price, Mort Lansing, James A. Lawson
Artist: H.J. Ward
Est. Value: $750 - $2250

Spicy Western Stories - 07/39
Grade: VG
Author(s): James A. Lawson [Zero In Hades], E. Hoffman Price, Laurence Donovan, Rex Norman
Artist: H.J. Ward
Est. Value: $400 - $1200

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 09/35
Grade: VG
Author(s): Robert Leslie Bellem [Sister of Judas], E. Hoffman Price
Artist: H. Parkhurst
Est. Value: $300 - $900
Spicy-Adventure Stories - 10/36

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 11/40

Star Detective - 02/38

Stolen Sweets - 10/35

Strange Detective Mysteries - 11-12/38
Super-Detective Stories - 05/34

Tattle Tales - 03/34
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): Merle Nevery [In the Mood] - Harold S. Kalm - Reggie Coghlan - Earl Strang - Artist: - Est. Value: $200 - $600

Telling Tales - 07/10/24

Ten Detective Aces - 08/37

Ten Story Gang - 03/39
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): Charles Boswell [Spies At Work] - Frank Belknap Long - Herbert L. McNary - Artist: - Est. Value: $100 - $300
Terror Tales - 12/34
Grade: FN
Artist: John Howitt

Terror Tales - 11-12/39
Grade: FN
Artist: John Drew

Terror Tales - 12/34
Grade: FN

Terror Tales - 11-12/39
Grade: FN
Author(s): Ray Cummings [The Damned May Dance With Satan] - Donald Graham - Wyatt Blassingame - Artist: John Drew - Est. Value: $500 - $1500
Top-Notch - 10/34

Triple-X Western - 01/36

War of the Worlds - 1938

Wide-Awake Magazine - 12/25/15

Young’s Realistic Stories - 11/41
Grade: FN - Author(s): Lucy Aiken [Alien Corn] - Oliver Scott - Elanor Spence - Artist: - - Est. Value: $50 - $150
## AUCTION #22

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magazine</th>
<th>Issue Date</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Est. Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ace Detective Magazine</td>
<td>08/36</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Frederick C. Painton</td>
<td>J. George Janes</td>
<td>$50 - $150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action Stories</td>
<td>01/31</td>
<td>VG</td>
<td>Robert E. Howard</td>
<td>Gerard C. Delano</td>
<td>$300 - $900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adventure</td>
<td>03/20/24</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Robert E. Howard</td>
<td>Frank C. Herbst</td>
<td>$50 - $150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazing Stories</td>
<td>04/26</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Jules Verne</td>
<td>Frank R. Paul</td>
<td>$250 - $750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Magazine</td>
<td>07/32</td>
<td>VG-FN</td>
<td>Dashiell Hammett</td>
<td>John E. Sheridan</td>
<td>$250 - $750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedtime Stories</td>
<td>12/33</td>
<td>FN-VF</td>
<td>Frank Kenneth Young</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$150 - $450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabaret Stories</td>
<td>09/28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clues</td>
<td>12/33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cowboy Movie Thrillers - 12/41
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): [Hopalong Cassidy] - Artist: Photo Cover - Est. Value: $75 - $225

Detective Action Stories - 10-11/37

Detective Story Magazine - 11/10/32

Detective Tales - 10/36

Detective Tales - 05/39

Dime Detective Magazine - 06/15/34
Grade: FN-VF - Author(s): Erle Stanley Gardner [The Purring Doom] - Frederick C. Davis - Carroll John Daly - Artist: John Howitt - Est. Value: $200 - $600

Dime Detective Magazine - 08/38

Dime Mystery Magazine - 06/34
Double Detective - 09/40
Grade: VG - Author(s): Richard Foster [Death’s Head Face [Green Lama]] - Hugh B. Cave - Richard Sale - Artist: Emmett Watson - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Eerie Stories - 08/37
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): Ronald Flagg [The Soul-Scorchers' Lair] - Cliff Howe - Artist: Norman Saunders - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Fight Stories - 02/30

Fight Stories - Fall/37

Fight Stories - Winter/40
Grade: FN - Author(s): Robert E. Howard [Mark Adam] [Leather Lightning] - Jack Kofoed - Bill Cook - Artist: George Gross - Est. Value: $150 - $450

Fight Stories - Fall/42

Film Fun - 07/40
Grade: VG - Author(s): [Meet Your Water Lure] - Artist: - Est. Value: $25 - $75

Gay Parisienne - 11/33
Ginger - 07/35  
Grade: VG  
Author(s): Joan Baltzar [Models] - Chloe Madison - Clare Bates - Aliston Donnell  
Artist: George Quintana  
Est. Value: $125 - $375

Hollywood Nights - 06/36  
Grade: FN  
Artist:  
Est. Value: $350 - $1050

Horror Stories - 02/41  
Grade: FN  
Author(s): Wayne Rogers [Dracula's Brides] - Russell Gray - G.T. Fleming-Roberts - Ray Cummings  
Artist:  
Est. Value: $125 - $375

La Paree Stories - 01/35  
Grade: FN-VF  
Author(s): Dianna Page [Amourette!]  
Artist:  
Est. Value: $300 - $900

Ledger - 05/22  
Grade: G-VG  
Author(s): []  
Artist: Walter Baumhofer  
Est. Value: $75 - $225
Liberty - 04/08/33  
Grade: VG-FN  
Author(s): Dashiell Hammett [Woman in the Dark] - Jerome Barry - H.A. Ripley  
Artist: Leslie Thrasher  
Est. Value: $200 - $600

Lively Stories - 04/31  
Grade: FN  
Author(s): H.M. Hamilton [Sinner's Progress] - C.S. Montanye - Eric Howard - Don Stuart  
Artist: William George Fix  
Est. Value: $175 - $525

Max Brand's Western Magazine - 01/50  
Grade: VG-FN  
Author(s): Robert E. Howard [Shave That Hawg!] - Max Brand - John Byrne - Bennett Poster  
Artist: Norman Saunders  
Est. Value: $35 - $105

Mysterious Wu Fang - 10/35  
Grade: G  
Author(s): Robert J. Hogan [The Case of the Scarlet Feather] - Paul Ernst - Steve Fisher - Frank Gruber  
Artist: Jerome Rozen  
Est. Value: $75 - $225

Mystery Adventure Magazine - 06/36  
Grade: VG  
Author(s): Richard Tooker [Zenith Rand Planet Vigilante] - Frank Bunce - Hamilton Washburn - Steve Fisher  
Artist: Norman Saunders  
Est. Value: $400 - $1200

Mystery Stories - 01/28  
Grade: VG  
Author(s): Dashiell Hammett [This King Business] - Arthur Conan Doyle - T.T. Flynn  
Artist: Fred Craft  
Est. Value: $500 - $1500

Navy Stories - 06/30  
Grade: FA  
Author(s): George Fielding Eliot [] - Joe Archibald - Jay Kalez - Julian Bowes  
Artist: Arnold Lorne Hicks  
Est. Value: $100 - $300

New York Nights - 09/36  
Grade: FN  
Author(s): Frank Kenneth Young [September Morn] - Ace Calvin - Reggie Vance - Walt Williams  
Artist:  
Est. Value: $150 - $450
Paris Nights - 03/26

Pep Stories - 08/31
Grade: G  Author(s): Robert Leslie Bellem [Plumbers Are Handy] - Peggy Gladdis - Atwater Culpepper - Artist: - Est. Value: $30 - $90

Picture Crimes - 06/37
Grade: G  Author(s):  - Artist: Edgar Franklin Wittmack - Est. Value: $500 - $1500

Practical Electrics - 06/23

Private Detective Stories - 07/39
Grade: G-VG  Author(s): Roger Torrey [House Cop] - Wallace Kayton - Artist: H. Parkhurst - Est. Value: $25 - $75
Real Boudoir Tales - Vol. 5 #8

Saucy Movie Tales - 04/36

Speed Mystery - 01/44

Spicy Detective Stories - 04/34

Spicy Detective Stories - 10/35
Spicy Detective Stories - 11/36
Grade: VG · Author(s): Mort Lansing [Killer’s Price] · Robert Leslie Bellem · Carl Moore · Cary Moran · Artist: H. Parkhurst · Est. Value: $400 - $1200

Spicy Detective Stories - 09/42
Grade: VG · Author(s): Henri St. Maur [The Gun Talks] · Justin Case [Hugh B. Cave] · Robert Leslie Bellem · Artist: H.J. Ward · Est. Value: $300 - $900

Spicy Mystery Stories - 11/36
Grade: VG - Author(s): Mort Lansing [Killer’s Price] · Robert Leslie Bellem · Carl Moore · Cary Moran · Artist: H. Parkhurst · Est. Value: $400 - $1200

Spicy Detective Stories - 08/38
Grade: VG · Author(s): Dale Boyd [Rat Bait] · Robert Leslie Bellem · Justin Case [Hugh B. Cave] · Wallace Kayton · Artist: H.J. Ward · Est. Value: $300 - $900

Spicy Detective Stories - 06/41
Grade: VG-FN · Author(s): Henri St. Maur [The Gun Talks] · Justin Case [Hugh B. Cave] · Robert Leslie Bellem · Artist: H.J. Ward · Est. Value: $300 - $900

Spicy Detective Stories - 06/35
Grade: G · Author(s): Robert Leslie Bellem [Fangs of the Bat] · Cary Moran · Mort Lansing · Jerome Severs Perry [Robert Leslie Bellem] · Artist: H.J. Ward · Est. Value: $250 - $750

Spicy Detective Stories - 09/42
Grade: VG-FN · Author(s): Robert Leslie Bellem [Death In the Draft] · William Decatur · John Wayne · Artist: Allen Anderson · Est. Value: $300 - $900

Spicy Mystery Stories - 06/35
Grade: G · Author(s): Robert Leslie Bellem [Fangs of the Bat] · Cary Moran · Mort Lansing · Jerome Severs Perry [Robert Leslie Bellem] · Artist: H.J. Ward · Est. Value: $250 - $750
Spicy Mystery Stories - 09/36

Spicy Mystery Stories - 01/41

Spicy Western Stories - 12/36

Spicy Western Stories - 05/40

Spicy Western Stories - 01/42
Spicy-Adventure Stories - 12/34
Grade: FN-VF

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 11/35
Grade: FN

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 12/36
Grade: G-VG

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 10/37
Grade: VG

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 04/39
Grade: VG
Spicy-Adventure Stories - 01/41

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 09/42

Startling Detective Adventures - 06/30

Strange Detective Mysteries - 07-08/39
Grade: VG - Author(s): Stewart Sterling [Suicide Circus] - Russell Gray - Cornell Woolrich - Arthur Leo Zagat - Artist: - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Super-Detective Stories - 06/34
Terror Tales - 01/35
Grade: FN
Artist: John Howitt

Terror Tales - 07-08/38
Grade: FN-VF
Author(s): Arthur Leo Zagat, Wyatt Blasingame, G.T. Fleming-Roberts, Nat Schachner
Artist: John Drew
Est. Value: $600 - $1800

Thrilling Mystery - 01/36
Grade: FN-VF
Author(s): Cornell Woolrich, G.T. Fleming-Roberts, Paul Ernst, Wayne Rogers
Artist: Rudolph Belarski
Est. Value: $300 - $900

Thrills of the Jungle - 12/29
Grade: G-VG
Author(s): Lloyd C. Sims, H.M. Sutherland, L.P. Holmes, Bassett Morgan
Artist: Walter Baumhofer
Est. Value: $200 - $600

Top-Notch - 12/34
Grade: G-VG
Author(s): Robert E. Howard, Harold Cruickshank, William Merriam Rouse
Artist: Gayle Hoskins
Est. Value: $75 - $225
**Ace-High Detective Magazine - 12/36**  
Grade: VF - Author(s): Frederick C. Davis [20000000 Witnesses] - William E. Barrett - Artist: Malvin Singer - Est. Value: $500 - $1500

**Action Stories - 06/35**  

**Action Stories - 01/37**  

**All Detective Magazine - 12/32**  
Grade: VG - Author(s): Frederick C. Painton [The Voice of Murder] - Norman Daniels · H.M. Sutherland · Roy de S. Horn · Artist: Eugene Frandzen · Est. Value: $250 - $750

**Argosy - 10/17/36**  
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): Robert E. Howard [Gents on the Lynch] - L. Ron Hubbard · H. Bedford-Jones · Donald Barr Chidsey · Artist: Emmett Watson · Est. Value: $30 - $90
Bedtime Stories - 03/34

Black Book Detective Magazine - 01/36

Black Mask - 04/35

Broadway Nights - 10/28

Clues Detective Stories - 10/35

Complete Detective - 05/38
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): Wayne Rogers [Rhapsody In Death] - Anthony Field - Brent North - Artist: Norman Saunders - Est. Value: $150 - $450

Detective Story Magazine - 09/41
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): Raymond Chandler [No Crime In the Mountain] - Edward Ronns - Artist: H.W. Scott - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Detective Tales - 03/37
Detective Tales - 09/40
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): Wilbur Peacock [Mr. Bingler’s Pet Corpse] - Norbert Davis - William R. Cox - Emile Tepperman - Artist: Rafael de Soto - Est. Value: $40 - $120

Dime Detective Magazine - 11/31

Dime Detective Magazine - 10/37

Dime Mystery Magazine - 12/34

Double-Action Detective - 10/38
Everybody’s Magazine - 09/15
Grade: VG - Author(s): Edwin F. Bowers [To Stop That Toothache Squeeze Your Toe] - Artist: - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Fight Stories - 06/30

Fight Stories - Winter/37

Fight Stories - Summer/42
Grade: VG - Author(s): Robert E. Howard [Mark Adam] [Slugger Bait] - Jack Kofoed - Bill Cook - Artist: Earle Bergey - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Gay Parisienne - 03/32
Ginger Stories - 02/30
   Grade: FN - Author(s): Robert Leslie Bellem [Two Devils For Devlin] - Frank Kenneth Young - Artist: G. Schaara - Est. Value: $250 - $750

High Spot Magazine - 09/30

Jack Dempsey’s Fight Magazine - 05/34

Juicy Tales - 11/29

La Paree Stories - 07/36
   Grade: VG - Author(s): Robert Leslie Bellem [Here’s Looking A-Chew!] - Don King - Joyce Carroll - Artist: - Est. Value: $150 - $450

Liberty - 11/11/33
   Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): Edgar Rice Burroughs [Tarzan and the Lion Man (Pt 1)] - Rafael Sabatini - Jay Franklin - Earl Reeves - Artist: Badly McCowen - Est. Value: $65 - $195

Live Stories - 10/16
   Grade: FN-VF - Author(s): Lorne H. Fontaine [The Eleventh Hour] - Clark Ashton Smith - Artist: F.W. Read - Est. Value: $175 - $525

Mysterious Wu Fang - 10/35
   Grade: G - Author(s): Robert J. Hogan [The Case of the Scarlet Feather] - Paul Ernst - Steve Fisher - Frank Gruber - Artist: Jerome Rozen - Est. Value: $75 - $225
Mystery Adventure Magazine - 07/36

New Mystery Adventures - 09/35

Paris Nights - 04/26

Pep Stories - 06/31
Grade: VF - Author(s): Barat Lewes [Oui, Oui Masseur!] - Shane O'Houlihann - Artist: - Est. Value: $250 - $750

Policier [French] - 02/15/41
Grade: VF - Author(s): Eillery Queen [Le quatre de coeur] - Maurice Boue - Etienne Gril - Artist: - Est. Value: $75 - $225

Real Mystery - 07/40

Romantic Western - 01/39

Saucy Movie Tales - 05/36
Scandals - 01/34

Sentimental Stories - 09/27
Grade: VG - Author(s): Jack Woodford [Shortest Engagement on Record] - William Merriam Rouse - Artist: Earle Bergey - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Sizzling Romances - 08/35
Grade: FN - Author(s): Lars Anderson [Poor Devil!] - Diane de Valois - T.E. Roberts - Del Copp - Artist: Arthur Grose - Est. Value: $150 - $450

Snappy - 11/34
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): Mason Johns [End of Paved Road] - Phyllis Hoerner - Atwater Culpepper - Artist: - Est. Value: $75 - $225

Speed Detective - 02/45
Spicy Detective Stories - 10/34  

Spicy Detective Stories - 11/35  

Spicy Detective Stories - 12/36  

Spicy Detective Stories - 10/38  

Spicy Mystery Stories - 07/35  

Spicy Mystery Stories - 10/36  
Spicy Mystery Stories - 03/41
Grade: VG-FN
Artist: H.J. Ward

Spicy Western Stories - 02/37

Spicy Western Stories - 10/40

Spicy Western Stories - 02/42

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 01/35
Spicy-Adventure Stories - 12/35
Grade: FN-VF
Author(s): Clint Morgan [Cargo for Swatow] - Lew Merrill - Robert Leslie Bellem - Cary Moran
Artist: H. Parkhurst
Est. Value: $750 - $2250

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 02/37
Grade: FN-VF
Author(s): Lew Merrill [Skinner] - Clive Trent - Robert Leslie Bellem - John Bard
Artist: H.J. Ward
Est. Value: $500 - $1500

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 02/38
Grade: G-VG
Artist: H.J. Ward
Est. Value: $200 - $600

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 06/39
Grade: VG
Author(s): Robert A. Garron [Silver Skin] - Robert Leslie Bellem
Artist: H.J. Ward
Est. Value: $300 - $900

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 01/41
Grade: VG
Artist: H.J. Ward
Est. Value: $250 - $750
Spicy-Adventure Stories - 10/42  
GRADE: VG  
AUTHOR(S): Robert Leslie Bellem [Trahua Treasure] - Lew Merrill - Artist: Allen Anderson  
EST. VALUE: $200 - $600

Sport Story Magazine - 09/25/31  
GRADE: VG-FN  
AUTHOR(S): Robert E. Howard [College Socks] - Eric Rober - Cliff Ferrell - Artist: Earle Bergey  
EST. VALUE: $300 - $900

Stocking Parade - 11/37  
GRADE: FN  
AUTHOR(S): Maxine Farrell [Fresh Guy] - Bob Maxwell - Harvey De Witt - Elwood Patterson - Artist:  
EST. VALUE: $150 - $450

Strange Detective Stories - 12/33  
GRADE: VG  
EST. VALUE: $300 - $900

Super-Detective Stories [Ashcan Copy] - 01/34  
GRADE: FN  
AUTHOR(S): Laura Mae Barrett [No. 48] - J.S. Fletcher - Artist:  
EST. VALUE: $1000 - $3000
Super-Detective Stories - 09/34
Grade: VG - Author(s): Earl W. Scott [Yellow Riddle] - Frederick C. Painton - Norvell Page - Hugh B. Cave - Artist: Fred Craft - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Ten Detective Aces - 06/33
Grade: FN-VF - Author(s): Lester Dent [Murder Street] - Paul Chadwick - Norvell Page - Frederick C. Davis - Artist: J. George Janes - Est. Value: $175 - $525

Terror Tales - 02/35

Thrilling Mystery - 02/36

Western Story Magazine - 09/03/32
Action Stories - 06/31

Action Stories - 02/36

All Detective Magazine - 08/34

Annual Volume of High Heel - 1939

Bedtime Stories - 10/37
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): Tom Kane [Let’s Be Informal] - Robert Leslie Bellem - Arthur Wallace - Phyllis Hoerner - Artist: - Est. Value: $100 - $300
**JUNE 25, 2021**

**Black Mask - 12/36**  

**Breezy Stories - 12/45**  
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): Olive Wadsley [Love Game] - Artist: - Est. Value: $100 - $300

**Cowboy Stories - 06/36**  

**Detective Action Stories - 10/30**  

**Detective Tales - 10/37**  

**Detective Tales - 09/42**  

**Dime Detective Magazine - 09/15/34**  

**Dime Detective Magazine - 04/39**  
Dime Mystery Magazine - 03/35

Double Detective - 12/40

Fight Stories - 03/30

Fight Stories - Fall/38

Gay Broadway - Fall/36
Ginger - 01/36

Happy Stories - Undated
Grade: VG - Author(s): Inez D. Myers [Scheming Suzaane] - Ethel Denmar - Neddy Collins - Geraldine Cochran - Artist: Greiner - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Hollywood Tales - 1939

Horror Stories - 10-11/38

Liberty - 11/18/33

Love Adventures - 06/33

Modern Adventuress - 03/37

Movie Western - 12/41
Grade: VG - Author(s): Anonymous [The Drifting Kid] - Lee Floren - Martin Brant - Artist: Photo Cover - Est. Value: $75 - $225
Mysterious Wu Fang - 11/35

Mystery Adventure Magazine - 09/36

Mystery Stories - 03/28

New Mystery Adventures - 10/35

Paris Nights - 11/26
Pep Stories - 05/31
Grade: FN - Author(s): Robert Leslie Bellem [Try It Again] - Jack Woodford - Artist: - Est. Value: $175 - $525

Popular Detective - 07/37

Prison Life Stories - 12/35

Private Detective Stories - 05/40

Racketeer Stories - 08/30
Real Smart - 10-11/30

Red Blooded Stories - 01/29

Ring - 06/28

Saucy Movie Tales - 06/36

Saucy Romantic Adventures - 08/36
Scarlet Adventuress - 07/36

Smashing Novels Magazine - 07/36

Speed Detective - 03/43

Speed Mystery - 03/44

Spicy Detective Stories - 12/34

Spicy Detective Stories - 11/35

Spicy Detective Stories - 12/36

Spicy Detective Stories - 11/38
Spicy Detective Stories - 10/41

Spicy Detective Stories - 12/42

Spicy Detective Stories - 08/35

Spicy Mystery Stories - 12/36

Spicy Mystery Stories - 04/41
Spicy Western Stories - 03/37

Spicy Western Stories - 01/41

Spicy Western Stories - 03/42

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 02/35

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 01/36

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 02/37

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 05/38

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 09/39
Spicy-Adventure Stories - 02/41

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 11/42
Grade: VG - Author(s): Justin Case [Hugh B. Cave] [White Star of Egypt] - Lew Merrill - Paul Hanna - Artist: H.J. Ward - Est. Value: $200 - $600

Stolen Sweets - 03/34
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): Perry Sheffield [In the Nude] - Reggie Coghlan - Frank Kenneth Young - Jack Lundy - Artist: - Est. Value: $200 - $600

Submarine Stories - 03/30

Super-Detective Stories - 12/34
**Tales of Magic and Mystery - 12/27**
Grade: VG - Author(s): Howard Thurston [Walter Gibson] [The Miracle Man of Benares] - Walter Gibson - Jack Hazlitt - Frank Owen - Artist: - Est. Value: $400 - $1200

**Terror Tales - 11/35**

**Thrilling Mystery - 09/36**

**Thrilling Tales - 10/27**

**Top-Notch - 07/35**
**Ace Detective Magazine - 10/36**
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): G.T. Fleming-Roberts [Second-Hand Murder] - Frederick C. Davis - Norman Daniels - Wyatt Blassingame - Artist: Rafael de Soto - Est. Value: $150 - $450

**Action Stories - 10/31**

**Action Stories - 10/36**

**All Detective Magazine - 05/33**

**Argosy - 10/31/36**

**Bedtime Stories - 11/37**

**Black Mask - 06/35**

**Clues Detective Stories - 01/38**
Complete Detective - 08/38
Grade: VF
Author(s): G.T. Fleming-Roberts [The Blue Cat Murders] - John Knox - Hugh B. Cave - Wyatt Blassingame
Artist: Norman Saunders - Est. Value: $200 - $600

Detective Dragnet - 07/32
Grade: PN
Author(s): Harry Widmer [The Armor Room Mystery] - Lester Dent - Paul Chadwick - Carl McK. Saunders
Artist: J. George Janes - Est. Value: $250 - $750

Detective Story Magazine - 10/05/15
Grade: G
Artist: - Est. Value: $125 - $375

Detective Tales - 06/38
Grade: VG
Author(s): Wyatt Blassingame [Murder Gives No Parole] - Norbert Davis - Arthur Leo Zagat - Ray Cummings
Artist: - Est. Value: $40 - $120

Detective Trails - 11/29
Grade: G-VG
Author(s): John Miller Gregory [Clenched Fist Island]
Artist: C. Brigham - Est. Value: $125 - $375
Dime Detective Magazine - 05/32
Grade: FN-VF
Artist: William Reusswig

Dime Mystery Magazine - 12/35
Grade: FN
Author(s): Hugh B. Cave [Daughters of Dark Desire] - Paul Ernst - Norvell Page - Arthur J. Burks
Artist: Walter Baumhofer
Est. Value: $300 - $900

Famous Story Magazine - 05/26
Grade: VG
Author(s): F. Scott Fitzgerald - Jack London - Mark Twain - Joseph Conrad
Artist: Regnault
Est. Value: $50 - $150

Fight Stories - 02/30
Grade: G
Author(s): Robert E. Howard [Bulldog Breed] - Arthur J. Burks - Jack Kofoed
Artist: Earle Bergey
Est. Value: $75 - $225

Fight Stories - Spring/38
Grade: VG-FN
Author(s): Robert E. Howard [Mark Adam] [Costigan vs Kid Camera] - Arthur J. Burks - Jack Kofoed - George Bruce
Artist: George Gross
Est. Value: $125 - $375
Fight Stories - Summer/40  
Grade: VG - Author(s): Robert E. Howard [Stand Up and Slug!] - George Bruce - Bill Cook - Artist: George Gross - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Fight Stories - Winter/40  
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): Robert E. Howard [Mark Adam] [Leather Lightning] - Jack Kofoed - Bill Cook - Artist: George Gross - Est. Value: $75 - $225

French Frolics - 1939?  

Ghost Stories - 01/29  

Ginger Stories - 03/30  
Grade: VF - Author(s): Jack Woodford [Let's Get Married!] - Frank Kenneth Young - Artist: - Est. Value: $400 - $1200

High Spot Magazine - 10/30  
Grade: VG - Author(s): Johnston McCulley [The Purple Palm] - Frederick C. Davis - Theodore Roscoe - Paul Chadwick - Artist: John A. Coughlin - Est. Value: $175 - $525

Jack Dempsey’s Fight Magazine - 06/34  

La Paree Stories - 03/31  
Liberty - 12/02/33  
Grade: VG-FN  
Author(s): Edgar Rice Burroughs [Tarzan and the Lion Man [Pt 4]] - Ursula Parrott - Irvin S. Cobb - Artist: Paderewski -  
Est. Value: $65 - $195

Live Stories - 04/19  
Grade: VG-FN  
Author(s): Robert Sneddon [Papillonette] - Murray Leinster - Marvin Davison Post - Artist: Q. Anne Brockman -  
Est. Value: $125 - $375

Modern Girl Book - 03/38  
Grade: VG-FN  
Author(s): Michael Hale [Broadway Knight] - R.H. Turner - Atwater Culpepper - Artist: Peter Driben -  
Est. Value: $150 - $450

Mysterious Wu Fang - 12/35  
Grade: G-VG  
Author(s): Robert J. Hogan [The Case of the Suicide Tomb] - Steve Fisher - Artist: Jerome Rozen -  
Est. Value: $125 - $375

Mystery Adventure Magazine - 10/36  
Grade: G-VG  
Author(s): L. Ron Hubbard [Flaming Arrows] - Wayne Rogers - Richard Tooker - Steve Fisher - Artist: Norman Saunders -  
Est. Value: $500 - $1500

Paris Nights - 06/27  
Grade: VG-FN  
Author(s): Jeanne Laurent [All Arms Are Fair in Love and War] - L. Mitchell Thornton - Henry Altimus - Artist:  
Est. Value: $250 - $750

Pep Stories - 05/35  
Grade: VG  
Author(s): Phyllis Hoerner [Here's To Champagne] - Artist: Earle Bergey -  
Est. Value: $125 - $375

Popular Detective - 07/37  
Grade: FN-VF  
Author(s): George Bruce [Gone to the Dogs] - H.C. McNeele [Sapper] - John Hawkins - Dwight V. Babcock - Artist: Rafael de Soto -  
Est. Value: $100 - $500
Private Detective Stories - 02/38

Real Boudoir Tales - 03/35
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): Rae Gorton [] - Artist: Reginald Greenhood - Est. Value: $150 - $450

Real Stolen Sweets - 01/35

Romantic Western - 03/39

Saucy Movie Tales - 07/36
Grade: FN-VF - Author(s): Frank E. Marks [Strip Acts Don't Pay!] - Ernest Manning - Artist: Norman Saunders - Est. Value: $400 - $1200
Scarlet Adventuress - 09/36
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): RAP [Crimson Heart] - Thelma Ellis - Mark T. Pattie - Raymond Palmer - Artist: - Est. Value: $200 - $600

Science and Invention - 10/26
Grade: FN-VF - Author(s): Ray Cummings [Into the Fourth Dimension] - Dunninger - Artist: Howard V. Brown - Est. Value: $150 - $450

Shaver Mystery Magazine - Vol. 2 #2 - 1948

Smashing Novels Magazine - 12/36

Scarlet Adventuress - 09/36
Science and Invention - 10/26
Shaver Mystery Magazine - Vol. 2 #2
Smashing Novels Magazine - 12/36

Snappy - 10/36
Grade: VG - Author(s): Ken Cooper [Personal Service] - Barnaby Ives - Tom Kane - Artist: Earle Bergey - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Spicy Detective Stories - 02/35
Grade: FN - Author(s): Jerome Severe Perry [Vultures of Whapeton] - Will Jenkins - Peter B. Kyne - Artist: - Est. Value: $175 - $525

Spicy Detective Stories - 12/35

Spicy Detective Stories - 01/37
Spicy Detective Stories - 04/39
Grade: FN
Artist: H. Parkhurst

Spicy Detective Stories - 12/41
Grade: FN
Artist: H. Parkhurst

Spicy Mystery Stories - 10/35
Grade: VG-FN
Artist: Norman Saunders

Spicy Mystery Stories - 07/37
Grade: G-VG
Artist: H. Parkhurst

Spicy Mystery Stories - 11/42
Grade: G-VG
Artist: H. Parkhurst
Spicy Western Stories - 09/37

Spicy Western Stories - 03/41

Spicy Western Stories - 04/42

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 03/35

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 02/36

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 03/37

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 07/38

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 10/39
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Spicy-Adventure Stories - 03/41
   Grade: FN-VF
   Author(s): Justin Case [Hugh B. Cave] [Hurricane Tramp] - Dale Boyd - Artist: H. Parkhurst - Est. Value: $500 - $1500

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 12/42
   Grade: VG

Sport Story Magazine - 09/25/31
   Grade: VG

Super-Detective Stories - 12/34
   Grade: VG

Tales of Temptation - 11/26
   Grade: VG-FN
**Telling Tales - 10/25/24**
Grade: VG - Author(s): C.S. Montanye [The Flapper Husband] - Peter Chance - Artist: O. Greiner - Est. Value: $50 - $150

**Terror Tales - 01/36**
Grade: FN - Author(s): Hugh B. Cave [Daughters of the Plague] - Wyatt Blassingame - Paul Ernst - Norvell Page - Artist: John Howitt - Est. Value: $750 - $2250

**Terror Tales - 05-06/40**

**Thrilling Mystery - 11/36**

**Tightrope! - 04/60**
Tropical Adventures - 04/28
Grade: G-VG
Artist: F.R. Glass

Young's Realistic Stories - 02/43
Grade: VG
Artist: Enoch Bolles

Tropical Adventures - 04/28
Grade: G-VG
Author(s): Gordon MacCreagh [Naked Men of Naga] - Eleanor Stuart - Cyrus Townsend Brady - Robert Tarnacre
Artist: F.R. Glass
Est. Value: $250 - $750

Young's Realistic Stories - 02/43
Grade: VG
Author(s): Philander Knox [False Dawn] - C.S. Montanye - Harold Polo
Artist: Enoch Bolles
Est. Value: $35 - $105
**Action Stories - 12/34**
Grade: VG
Author(s): Robert E. Howard [The Road To Bear Creek]
Walt Coburn - Gunnison Steele - Artist: George Wert - Est. Value: $250 - $750

**Action Stories - 04/36**
Grade: G-VG
Author(s): Robert E. Howard [Pistol Politics]
Walt Coburn - Eugene Cunningham - Artist: Emery Clarke - Est. Value: $150 - $450

**All Detective Magazine - 10/34**
Grade: VG-FN
Author(s): Edward P Norris [Death's I.O.U. [Dr. Death]]
Frederick C. Painton - Erle Stanley Gardner - Dwight V. Babcock - Artist: Rafael de Soto - Est. Value: $400 - $1200

**Argosy All-Story Weekly - 07/20/29**
Grade: VG-FN
Author(s): Robert E. Howard [Crowd-Horror]

**Bedtime Stories - 11/37**
Grade: G
Author(s): Patsy Hunt [Husband Hunting]
Clinton Harcourt - Claire Kennedy - Robert Leslie Bellem - Artist: Peter Driben - Est. Value: $30 - $90
Black Mask - 10/37

Broadway Nights - 07/29
Grade: VG - Author(s): Jack Woodford [You'd Be Surprised!] - Charles Bochert - Nat Younger - Artist: - Est. Value: $150 - $450

Detective Story Magazine - 01/03/25

Detective Tales - 09/35
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): Frederick C. Davis [Death’s Flaming Hour] - Paul Ernst - Arthur Leo Zagat - Norvell Page - Artist: John A. Coughlin - Est. Value: $125 - $375

Detective Yarns - 09/38

Dime Detective Magazine - 01/01/35
Grade: VF - Author(s): William E. Barrett [The Tattooed Corpse] - Hugh B. Cave - Donald Barr Chidsey - Artist: Walter Baumhofer - Est. Value: $400 - $1200

Dime Mystery Magazine - 10/36
Grade: VF - Author(s): Arthur Leo Zagat [City of the Restless Dead] - Paul Ernst - Henry T. Sperry - Artist: Tom Lovell - Est. Value: $400 - $1200

Double Detective - 02/41
Grade: VG - Author(s): Richard Foster [The Case of the Mad Magi] - John Earl Davis - Artist: - Est. Value: $125 - $375
Far East Adventure Stories - 10/30
Grade: FA-G  Author(s): H. Bedford-Jones [Into Satan’s Country] · Theodore Roscoe · Arthur J. Burks · Artist: R.C. Wardel · Est. Value: $75 - $225

Fight Stories - 09/30
Grade: VG  Author(s): Robert E. Howard [Waterfront Fists] · Arthur J. Burks · Jack Kofoed · Artist: Earle Bergey · Est. Value: $175 - $525

Gangster Stories - 06/32
Grade: VG  Author(s): Anatole Feldman [Sock Exchange] · Margie Harris · Walt S. Dinghall · Norman Daniels · Artist: Tom Lovell · Est. Value: $250 - $750

Ghost Stories - 04/29
Grade: VG  Author(s): Walter Gibson [The Witch in the Next Room] · Grace Oursler · Anatole Feldman · Artist: · Est. Value: $175 - $525

Ginger - 05/36
Grade: VG-FN  Author(s): Lars Anderson [Susi's Night Out] · L.H. Diehl · Frank Kenneth Young · Artist: · Est. Value: $150 - $450
Gun Molls Magazine - 10/31

Honeymoon Stories - 01-02/34

Horror Stories - 10-11/37
Grade: FN  Author(s): Frances James [Listen To the Madman’s Drum!] - Paul Ernst - John Knox - Wyatt Blassingame - Artist: John Berger - Est. Value: $500 - $1500

Liberty - 12/09/33

Love and War Stories - 01/30
Movie Action Magazine - 12/35
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): [Drake the Pirate] - Artist: Jerome Rozen - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Movie Humor - 06/36
Grade: VG - Author(s): [Police Be Good] - Artist: George Quintana - Est. Value: $50 - $90

Murder Mysteries - 04/29

Mysterious Wu Fang - 01/36

Mystery Adventure Magazine - 11/36

Mystery Stories - 07/28
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): Howard Rhodes [The Seventh Race At Ardmore] - Ray Cummings - Leslie McFarlane - Sapper - Artist: George Gage - Est. Value: $100 - $300

New Mystery Adventures - 02/36

Nickel Detective - 02/33
Paris Nights - 03/30
Grade: VG - Author(s): Barat Lewes [In Search of A Nude] - Eddie Braddock - Charles Teller - Artist: H.S. Moskovitz - Est. Value: $175 - $525

Pep Stories - 10/29

Peppy Stories - 1939

Popular Fiction Magazine - 02/32

Private Detective Stories - 07/37

Racketeer and Gangland Stories - 05/32

Real Detective Tales and Mystery Stories - 08-09/25

Real Tempting Tales - 02/35
Saucy Movie Tales - 08/36

Saucy Romantic Adventures - 07/36

Scarlet Adventuress - 02/38

Sizzling Detective Mysteries - 09/35

Snappy Romances - 06/35
Speed Detective - 02/43

Speed Detective - 10/45

Speed Mystery - 01/43

Spicy Detective Stories - 03/35

Spicy Detective Stories - 02/36

Spicy Detective Stories - 03/37

Spicy Detective Stories - 09/39

Spicy Detective Stories - 01/42
Spicy Mystery Stories - 11/35

Spicy Mystery Stories - 11/37

Spicy Mystery Stories - 12/42
Grade: VG - Author(s): E. Hoffman Price (Web of Wizardry) - Justin Case (Hugh B. Cave) - Watt Dell - Stan Warner - Artist: Allen Anderson - Est. Value: $250 - $750

Spicy Stories - 05/34
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): Claire Kennedy (Pound of Flesh) - Diana Page - Joyce Carroll - Tom Kane - Artist: - Est. Value: $200 - $600

Spicy Western Stories - 10/37
Spicy Western Stories - 04/41

Spicy Western Stories - 06/42

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 04/35
Grade: FN - Cover Artist: H. Parkhurst

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 03/36
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): Justin Case [Hugh B. Cave] [In the Dragon's Lair] - Robert Leslie Bellem - Lew Merrill - Arthur Wallace - Artist: Allen Anderson - Est. Value: $250 - $750

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 04/37
Spicy-Adventure Stories - 08/38
Grade: VG  
Author(s): Lew Merrill [Gorilla Man] - Robert Leslie Bellem - E. Hoffman Price  
Artist: H. Parkhurst  
Est. Value: $300 - $900

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 12/39
Grade: G-VG  
Author(s): Ken Cooper [40 Fathoms] - Lew Merrill - Robert Leslie Bellem  
Artist: H. Parkhurst  
Est. Value: $200 - $600

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 03/41
Grade: G-VG  
Author(s): Justin Case [Hugh B. Cave] [Hurricane Tramp] - Dale Boyd - Clive Trent  
Artist: H. Parkhurst  
Est. Value: $100 - $300

Stolen Sweets - 05/35
Grade: FN-VF  
Author(s): Joan Baltzar [Arabian Night] - Kirk Wayne - Basil Hatch  
Artist: George Quintana  
Est. Value: $400 - $1200

Super-Detective - 04/50
Grade: FN  
Author(s): Grover Brinkman [Murder Rides the Moon] - Robert Leslie Bellem - Edward William Murphy - Ed Barcelo  
Artist: Robert McGuire  
Est. Value: $75 - $225
Tattle Tales - 11/33
Grade: FN
Artist: Peter Driben

Terror Tales - 05-06/37
Grade: VG
Author(s): Wayne Rogers [The Fire Bride], Arthur Leo Zagat, Paul Ernst, Ray Cummings
Artist: John Drew
Est. Value: $300 - $900

Thrilling Mysteries - 04/35
Grade: VG
Author(s): Arthur Leo Zagat [Army of the Maimed], Arthur J. Burks, Hugh B. Cave, Nat Schachner
Artist: Emery Clarke
Est. Value: $200 - $600

Thrilling Mystery - 11/38
Grade: FN-VF
Author(s): G.T. Fleming-Roberts [Murder by the Dead], John Russell Fearn, Hugh B. Cave, Arthur J. Burks
Artist: Rafael de Soto
Est. Value: $250 - $750
Ace Mystery Magazine - 05/36
Grade: VG - Author(s): Frederick C. Davis [The Singing Scourge] - Maitland Scott - Steve Fisher - Hugh B. Cave - Artist: Sherman - Est. Value: $250 - $750

Action Stories - 11/31

Action Stories - 06/36

All Detective Magazine - 12/33

Argosy - 11/28/36
Bedtime Stories - 02/38
Grade: VG - Author(s): Mason Johns [One Last Fling] - Claire Kennedy - Robert Leslie Bellem - Don King - Artist: Peter Driben - Est. Value: $50 - $150

Black Book Detective Magazine - 04/37

Black Mask - 08/35

Clues Detective Stories - 04/39

Complete Detective - 11/38

Detective Tales - 07/38

Dime Detective Magazine - 04/15/33

Dime Mystery Magazine - 01/37
Grade: FN - Author(s): Dave Barnes [Hell's Dancing Master] - Frederick C. Davis - Wayne Rogers - Ray Cummings - Artist: Tom Lovell - Est. Value: $300 - $900
Double-Action Gang - 12/38
Grade: FN-VF
E. Hoffman Price Issue

Dr. Yen Sin - 05-06/36
Grade: FN

Far West Stories - 08/31

Fight Stories - 05/31

Fight Stories - Summer/39
French Night Life Stories - 01/36  

Gay Parisienne - 12/37  
Grade: FN - Author(s): Joyce Carroll [Expose de Paree] - Honore Abell - Clarice Frank - Ormond Trego - Artist:  - Est. Value: $175 - $525

Ghost Stories - 04/29  
Grade: FA - Author(s): Robert E. Howard [John Taverel] [The Apparition in the Prize Ring] - Walter Gibson - Anatole Feldman - Grace Oursler - Artist:  - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Ginger Stories - 07/30  
Grade: VG - Author(s): Jack Woodford [It's A New Wrinkle] - Artist:  - Est. Value: $150 - $450

High Spot Magazine - 04/31  

La Paree Stories - 10/33  
Grade: VG - Author(s): Jean Maxwell [Love a la France!] - Franc Arnette - Betty Cameron - Claire Kennedy - Artist: Earle Bergey - Est. Value: $150 - $450

Liberty - 12/16/33  

Live Stories - 10/08/22  
Mobs - 06-07/30

Movie Humor - 07/34
Grade: FN - Author(s): [Ready To Play Ball With You] - Artist: George Quintana - Est. Value: $50 - $150

Mystery Adventures Magazine - 01/37

New York Nights - 06/36
Grade: VG - Author(s): Peggy Dougherty [A Man and A Maid & A Lonely Isle!] - Don Masters - Artist: - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Night Life Stories - 1939
Grade: FN-VF - Author(s): Herbert French [Caught In the Act] - Antoinette Lang - Michael Hall - Florence Hendrickson - Artist: - Est. Value: $150 - $450

Paris Nights - 01/31
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): Loren Dana [Souvenir of Paris] - Thelma Rudge - Artist: H.S. Moskovitz - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Pep Stories - 07/29
Grade: VG - Author(s): Atwater Culpepper [She Got Away with Burglary!] - C.S. Montanye - Artist: - Est. Value: $125 - $375

Pep Stories - 04/37
Popular Magazine - 12/20/15

Private Detective Stories - 04/38

Real Detective Tales - 12/29

Red Blooded Stories - 10/28

Romantic Western - 01/38
Saucy Movie Tales - 10/36

Saucy Movie Tales - 11/39

Scarlet Confessions - 04/36
Grade: G - Author(s): [Death Kiss] - Artist: Wynne W. Davies - Est. Value: $75 - $225

Scotland Yard - 03/30

Short Stories - 03/10/26

Snappy Stories - 08/20/25

Spicy Detective Stories - 04/35

Spicy Detective Stories - 04/36
Spicy Detective Stories - 05/37

Spicy Detective Stories - 12/40

Spicy Detective Stories - 03/42

Spicy Mystery Stories - 12/35

Spicy Mystery Stories - 12/37

Spicy Western Stories - 11/37

Spicy Western Stories - 08/41

Spicy Western Stories - 10/42
Spicy-Adventure Stories - 05/35

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 04/36

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 05/37

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 09/38

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 03/40
Grade: G - Author(s): Robert Leslie Bellem [Vain Victory] - Jose Vaca - Artist: H.J. Ward - Est. Value: $75 - $225
Spicy-Adventure Stories - 08/41

Sport Story Magazine - 10/25/31

Stolen Sweets - 02/36

Strange Detective Stories - 02/34

Super-Detective Stories - 04/35
**Super-Love Stories [Ashcan Copy] - 02/34**
Grade: FN
Library of Congress Ashcan Issue with Cover

**Sure-Fire Screen Stories - 02/34**
Grade: FN

---

**Super-Love Stories [Ashcan Copy] - 02/34**
Grade: FN

**Sure-Fire Screen Stories - 02/34**
Grade: FN
Tattle Tales - 06/34

Terror Tales - 07-08/37

Thrilling Stories - 12/29

Top-Notch - 04/34

Wild Cherries - 10/33
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): Dorothy Davies [Broadway After Dark] - Artist: - Est. Value: $150 - $450
**Action Stories - 12/35**

**All Detective Magazine - 01/35**

**Amazing Stories - 06/27**

**Argosy - 08/15/36**

**Bedtime Stories - 05/38**

**Cowboy Stories - 07/37**

**Detective Action Stories - 12/36**

**Detective Story Magazine - 10/05/16**
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Detective Story Magazine - 04/25/31
Grade: VG

Detective Tales - 04/39
Grade: VG

Dime Detective Magazine - 03/37
Grade: FN
Author(s): T.T. Flynn [The Jade Fury] - Frederick Nebel - Fred MacIsaac - Frederick C. Davis - Artist: Malvin Singer - Est. Value: $150 - $450

Dime Mystery Magazine - 07/38
Grade: VF

Double Detective - 03/43
Grade: FN
Author(s): Richard Foster [The Case of the Beardless Corpse [Green Lama]] - John Knox - Artist: Rafael de Soto - Est. Value: $150 - $450
Explorers - 09/29
Grade: VG-FN
First Issue - Scarce Dell Title

Feds - 10/36
Grade: G-VG

Fight Stories - 03/30
Grade: VG

Fight Stories - 03/32
Grade: G

Gangster Stories - 06/31
Grade: FN
Author(s): Anatole Feldman [Dames Dice and the Devil] - Margie Harris - C.B. Yorke - Artist: Tom Lovell - Est. Value: $450 - $1350
Gay Parisienne - 06/35
Grade: VG - Author(s): J. Pangou (Paris Green) - Claire Kennedy - Phyllis Hoerner - Jean Maxwell - Artist: - Est. Value: $150 - $450

Ghost Stories - 05/31
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): Hugh B. Cave (The Affair of the Clutching Hand) - Stuart Palmer - Owen Fox Jerome - Artist: Dalton Stevens - Est. Value: $50 - $150

Gold Seal Detective - 06/36
Grade: VG - Author(s): Clark Aiken (The Corpse's Crusade) - James Perley Hughes - Norman Daniels - Frederick C. Painton - Artist: J.G. Janes - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Horror Stories - 11/35
Grade: FN - Author(s): Arthur Leo Zagat (Ghouls Ride the Highways) - Wayne Rogers - Paul Ernst - Nat Schachner - Artist: John Howitt - Est. Value: $750 - $2250

La Paree Stories - 04/35
Grade: FN-VF - Author(s): Claire Kennedy (Courtesan) - Phyllis Hoerner - Artist: Earle Bergey - Est. Value: $300 - $900

Leading Western - 04/45
Grade: FN - Author(s): Laurence Donovan (Cougar Claws) - L.P. Holmes - Lew Merrill - Giff Cheshire - Artist: H.J. Ward - Est. Value: $75 - $225

Liberty - 12/23/33
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): Edgar Rice Burroughs (Tarzan and the Lion Man [Pt. 7]) - Octavus Roy Cohen - Tex O'Reilly - Artist: Leslie Thrasher - Est. Value: $65 - $195

Lovers Magazine - 10/33
Grade: G - Author(s): Mary Frances Doner (Man Trouble) - Peggy Giadis - Allene Corliss - Claire Pomroy - Artist: Stephen Waite - Est. Value: $50 - $150
Movie Humor - 05/36
Grade: FN-VF - Author(s): [Glass Conscious] - Artist: - Est. Value: $75 - $225

Murder Stories - 07-08/31

Mysterious Wu Fang - 02/36

Mystery Adventures - 12/36

Mystery Stories - 10/28

New York Nights - 08/36
Grade: VG - Author(s): Reggie Coghlan [In A Harlem Night-Spot] - Lars Anderson - Merlin Swift - Artist: - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Outlaws of the West - 04/32
Grade: FN - Author(s): Hugh B. Cave [Fourth Floor Front] - Westmoreland Gray - Paul E. Lehman - Artist: Baldy McCowen - Est. Value: $175 - $525

Paris Nights - 09/33
Grade: FN - Author(s): E. Clifford Peter [Strictly Parisian] - W. Clyde Young - Derek Bechdolt - Artist: Jack Greiner - Est. Value: $150 - $450
Pep Stories - 05/29
Grade: VG
Robert Leslie Bellem

Pep! - 12/26
Grade: G-VG

Personal Adventure - 12/37
Grade: VG

Popular Magazine - 12/07/30
Grade: VG-FN

Private Detective Stories - 08/37
Grade: FN
**Private Detective Stories - 11/37**  

**Prize Detective Magazine - 11/29**  

**Saucy Movie Tales - 11/36**  

**Saucy Romantic Adventures - 06/36**  

**Scarlet Confessions - 12/36**  
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): [Spanish Love] - Artist: W. Darr - Est. Value: $100 - $300
Snappy Stories - 01/20/26

Speed Adventure Stories - 07/43

Speed Mystery - 02/43
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): Justin Case [Hugh B. Cave] [Dark Doors of Doom] - Lew Merrill - Hugh Speer - Clive Trent - Artist: Allen Anderson - Est. Value: $150 - $450

Spicy Detective Stories - 05/35

Spicy Detective Stories - 07/36

Spicy Detective Stories - 08/37

Spicy Detective Stories - 01/41

Spicy Detective Stories - 04/42
Spicy Mystery Stories - 01/36
Grade: VG-FN

Spicy Mystery Stories - 04/38
Grade: G-VG

Spicy Stories - 01/34
Grade: VG
Author(s): Tom Love [Can Seventeen Love?] - Ralph Gordon - Louise Langdon - Wilbur Braun - Artist: Earle Bergey - Est. Value: $150 - $450

Spicy Western Stories - 01/38
Grade: VG

Spicy Western Stories - 08/41
Grade: VG-FN
Spicy Western Stories - 12/42  

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 06/35  

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 05/36  

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 06/37  

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 12/38  
Spicy-Adventure Stories - 05/40
Grade: FN-VF

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 10/41
Grade: G-VG
Author(s): Jose Vaca [Ears Over Swastika] - Robert Leslie Bellem - Artist: H. Parkhurst - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Stolen Sweets - 06/36
Grade: FN-VF

Street & Smith's Sampler - 1931
Grade: G-VG

Super-Detective Stories - 05/35
Grade: VG-FN
Tattle Tales - 09/36

Ten Detective Aces - 07/38

Terror Tales - 07-08/38

Top-Notch - 07/35

Wings - Summer/48
Ace Mystery Magazine - 09/36
Grade: FN
Artist: Rafael de Soto
Est. Value: $400 - $1200

Action Stories - 10/34
Grade: VG
Author(s): Robert E. Howard [A Gent From Bear Creek] - Tom Roan - Eugene Cunningham
Artist: Sidney Riesenberg
Est. Value: $250 - $750

All Detective Magazine - 02/34
Grade: G-VG
Author(s): Lester Dent [Hell In Boxes!]
Artist: Norman Saunders
Est. Value: $150 - $450

Bedtime Stories - 10/39
Grade: VG-FN
Author(s): Ann Lawrence [Merry Maker]
Artist:
Est. Value: $75 - $225

Black Book Detective - 07/41
Grade: VG-FN
Author(s): G. Wayman Jones [The Black Bat’s Summons]
Artist: Rafael de Soto
Est. Value: $75 - $225
Black Mask - 11/35

Broadway Nights - 08/29

Clever Stories - Rebound
Grade: FA - Author(s): Murray Leinster [ ] - Sinclair Gluck - Carroll John Daly - Artist: - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Complete Gang Novel - 03/31

Detective Fiction Weekly - 06/04/32

Detective Tales - 05/36

Dime Detective Magazine - 11/15/33

Dr. Yen Sin - 07-08/36
**Fight Stories - 07/29**

**Fight Stories - Winter/40**
Grade: G - Author(s): Robert E. Howard [Mark Adam] [Leather Lightning] - Jack Kofoed - Bill Cook - Artist: George Gross - Est. Value: $50 - $150

**Fight Stories - Summer/42**
Grade: VG - Author(s): Robert E. Howard [Mark Adam] [Slugger Bait] - Bill Cook - Jack Kofoed - Artist: George Gross - Est. Value: $100 - $300

**French Follies - 10/??**
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): Patsy Hunt [An Enchanting Game!] - Bob Maxwell - Barnaby Ives - Phoebe Hart - Artist: - Est. Value: $100 - $300

**Gang World - 06/31**
Gay Parisienne - 01/35

Ginger Stories - 08/29
Grade: FN - Author(s): Robert Leslie Bellem [Vamp-Proof] - Iris Hadley - Eve Lynn - Wallace Reed - Artist: - Est. Value: $250 - $750

Hollywood Nights - 01/36

Jack Dempsey’s Fight Magazine - 08/34

La Paree Stories - 11/33
Liberty - 12/30/33
Grade: VG - Author(s): Edgar Rice Burroughs [Tarzan and the Lion Man [Pt 8]] - Jay Franklin - Octavus Roy Cohen - Tex O'Reilly - Artist: Leslie Thrasher - Est. Value: $50 - $150

Live Stories - 07/22/23

Movie Humor - 07/37
Grade: FN-VF - Author(s): [Some Kid Napping] - Artist: George Quintana - Est. Value: $75 - $225

Movie Western - 10/41

Mystery Stories - 06/27

Paris Gayety - 12/34

Paris Nights - 10/34
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): Lars Anderson [When Rome Fell] - Gertrude Sanderson - T. Beckford Ellis - Del Copp - Artist: Greiner - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Parisienne Revue - 1939
Pep Stories - 03/30

Pep Stories - 02/33
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): Reggie Coghlan [Casanova Junior!] - Jean Maxwell - Diana Page - Frank Kenneth Young - Artist: R.A. Burley - Est. Value: $75 - $225

Popular Magazine - 10/31

Private Detective Stories - 01/39

Real Confessions - 07/38
Grade: FN - Author(s): [Dangerous Curves] - Artist: - Est. Value: $125 - $375
**Red Blooded Stories - 02/29**

**Romantic Western - 07/38**

**Saucy Movie Tales - 12/36**

**Scarlet Confessions - 02/37**
Grade: VG - Author(s): Magdalene's Daughter - Artist: W. Darr - Est. Value: $125 - $375

**Screen Humor - 01/34**
Grade: FN - Author(s): None Listed - Artist: Higgins - Est. Value: $50 - $150
**Short Stories - 09/25/38**
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): Gordon Young [Cap'n Bill Takes Charge] · Frank Richardson Pierce · Frederick Moore · Warren Hastings Miller · Artist: William F. Soare · Est. Value: $25 - $75

**Snappy Stories - 01/27**
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): Thomas Edgelow [Do Not Unwrap This Until Christmas!] · Dorothy Dow · Vina Delmar · Artist: · Est. Value: $75 - $225

**Spicy Detective Stories - 06/35**
Grade: FN - Author(s): Earl W. Scott [Murder In Wax] · Robert Leslie Bellem · Arthur Wallace · Ken Cooper · Artist: H.J. Ward · Est. Value: $600 - $1800

**Spicy Detective Stories - 08/36**
Grade: FN - Author(s): Colby Quinn [Two Hands to Choke] · E. Hoffman Price · Robert Leslie Bellem · Cary Moran · Artist: H.J. Ward · Est. Value: $600 - $1800

**Spicy Detective Stories - 09/37**
Spicy Detective Stories - 03/41

Spicy Detective Stories - 05/42

Spicy Mystery Stories - 02/36

Spicy Mystery Stories - 08/39

Spicy Western Stories - 04/38

Spicy Western Stories - 10/41

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 07/35

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 07/36
Spicy-Adventure Stories - 08/37

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 01/39

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 07/40

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 03/42

Sport Story Magazine - 12/25/31

Stolen Sweets - 07/36

Super-Detective Stories - 06/35

Tales of Danger and Daring - 03/29
Tattle Tales - 05/37

Telling Tales - 12/25/24

Top-Notch - 10/34

Tropical Adventures - 05/28

Two Gun Stories - 06/30
Undercover Detective - 12/38
Grade: VG
First Issue

Underworld Romances - 11/31
Grade: FA
Author(s): Carl B. Ogilvie [Lady Death] - Jane Littell - Earl & Marion Scott - Gil Brewer
Artist: William Reusswig
Est. Value: $75 - $225

Wall Street Stories - 03/29
Grade: G
Author(s): Alan Brener Schultz [Barry Conner's First Million] - Rutherford Scott - Harold Standish Corbin - Crandall B. Hill
Artist: C.B. Colby
Est. Value: $150 - $450

Yankee Shorts [British] - 02/41
Grade: FN-VF
Author(s): W.D. Cockroft [The Death of Julian Morton] - Kay Hammond - George Scott - Colin Robertson
Artist: Est. Value: $75 - $225

Zeppelin Stories - 07/29
Grade: G-VG
Author(s): Gil Brewer [The Derelict Dirigible] - Laurence Donovan - Gale Thompson - Georffrey Harwood
Artist: C.B. Colby
Est. Value: $350 - $1050
**Ace-High Detective Magazine - 09/36**
Grade: VG
Author(s): Leslie T. White (The Corpse Hangs High) - Carroll John Daly - Lawrence Treat - Henry B. Wilson
Artist: Malvin Singer
Est. Value: $150 - $450

**Action Stories - 06/31**
Grade: G
Author(s): Robert E. Howard (The Sign of the Snake) - Walt Coburn - Eric Rober - T.W. Ford
Artist: Emmett Watson
Est. Value: $150 - $450

**Action Stories - 09/36**
Grade: FN
Author(s): Robert E. Howard (No Cowherders Wanted) - Walt Coburn - Eugene Cunningham - Eli Colter
Artist: Emery Clarke
Est. Value: $400 - $1200

**Argosy - 10/17/36**
Grade: VG-FN
Author(s): Robert E. Howard (Gents on the Lynch) - L. Ron Hubbard - H. Bedford-Jones - Donald Barr Chidsey
Artist: Emmett Watson
Est. Value: $30 - $90

**Black Mask - 03/36**
Grade: G-VG
Author(s): Raymond Chandler (the Man Who Like Dogs) - Paul Cain - John K. Butler - George Harmon Coxe
Artist: John Drew
Est. Value: $400 - $1200
Complete Stories - 05/36
Grade: FN - Author(s): Frederick Nebel [The Command to Kill] - Peter Dawson - Moran Tudruy - Howard R. Marsh - Artist: Tom Lovell - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Cupid's Capers - 03/34

Detective Action Stories - 06-07/37

Detective Story Magazine - 10/20/16
Grade: VG - Author(s): Frances Aymar Mathews [The Black Opal] - Sax Rohmer - Artist: - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Detective Tales - 09/36
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): Norbert Davis [Paroled To Murder!] - Paul Ernst - Arthur Leo Zagat - Wayne Rogers - Artist: Tom Lovell - Est. Value: $125 - $375
Dime Detective Magazine - 08/37
Grade: FN-VF - Author(s): Carroll John Daly [Dead Men Don’t Kill] · Cornell Woolrich · John Lawrence · Hugh B. Cave · Artist: Malvin Singer · Est. Value: $200 - $600

Dragnet - 01/30
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): Richard Credicott [Death Painting] · William H. Stueber · Arden X. Pangborn · Cyril Plunkett · Armitage Trail · Artist: Screnda · Est. Value: $150 - $450

Fight Stories - 02/30
Grade: VG - Author(s): Robert E. Howard [Bulldog Breed] · Arthur J. Burks · Jimmy De Forest · Artist: Earle Bergey · Est. Value: $175 - $525

Fight Stories - 03/30
Grade: G - Author(s): Robert E. Howard [Sailors' Grudge] · William Henry Cook · Jack Kofoed · Artist: Thomas Skinner · Est. Value: $75 - $225

Fight Stories - Fall/38
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): Robert E. Howard [Mark Adam] [Kid McCoy [Fistiana’s Lone Wolf]] · Jack Kofoed · T.W. Ford · Artist: Norman Saunders · Est. Value: $75 - $225
Fight Stories - Fall/48
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): Burgess Leonard [Feed 'Em Leather Tiger] - Walter Galli - Artist: George Gross - Est. Value: $15 - $45

Frontier Times - 06/31
Grade: VG-PN - Author(s): Robert E. Howard [The Ghost of Camp Colorado] - Artist: Photo Cover - Est. Value: $500 - $1500

Gay Parisienne - 12/34

Headquarters Detective - 05/36
Grade: VG-VG - Author(s): James Perley Hughes [Death Dough] - Norman Daniels - Frederick Painton - Lawrence A. Keating - Artist: Rafael de Soto - Est. Value: $75 - $225

Horror Stories - 02-03/37

La Paree Stories - 03/35

Liberty - 01/06/34
Grade: VG - Author(s): Edgar Rice Burroughs [Tarzan and the Lion Man [Pt 9]] - Octavus Roy Cohen - Al Williams - Tex O'Reilly - Artist: - Est. Value: $50 - $150

Marriage Stories - 08/29
Movie Western - 07/41

Mysterious Wu Fang - 03/36
Grade: G - Author(s): Robert J. Hogan [The Case of the Hidden Scourge] - Steve Fisher - Artist: Jerome Rozen - Est. Value: $75 - $225

Mystery Stories - 09/27

New Mystery Adventures - 01/36

Nickel Detective - 01/33

Paris Nights - 05/38
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): Atwater Culpepper [Ice Will Melt] - Ann Rutherford - Artist: - Est. Value: $75 - $225

Parisienne Revue - 1939

Pep Stories - 12/31
**Pep Tec Tales - 10/37**

**Popular - 01/28/28**

**Private Detective Stories - 09/37**

**Prize Air Pilot Stories - 01/30**

**Real Detective Tales and Mystery Stories - 10/29**
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): Tom Curry [The Gorilla Man] - Walt Mason - Al Bromley - Eric Howard - Artist: Andrew Benson - Est. Value: $100 - $300
Saucy Movie Tales - 02/37

Saucy Romantic Adventures - 05/36

Science and Invention - 08/23

Secret Service Detective Stories - 11/30

Snappy - 05/33
**Speed Adventure Stories - 01/43**  
Grade: VG-FN  
Author(s): Lew Merrill [Four Who Fled] - Hugh Speer - E. Hoffman Price  
Artist: -  
Est. Value: $150 - $450

**Speed Detective - 05/44**  
Grade: VG  
Author(s): Jerome Severs Perry [Robert Leslie Bellem] [Death In the First Reel] - Roger Torrey - Robert Leslie Bellem  
Artist: Allen Anderson  
Est. Value: $75 - $225

**Speed Mystery - 07/43**  
Grade: G-VG  
Author(s): E. Hoffman Price [Shadow Captain] - Lew Merrill - Clive Trent - Watt Dell  
Artist: H.J. Ward  
Est. Value: $75 - $225

**Spicy Detective Stories - 08/35**  
Grade: FN  
Artist: H.J. Ward  
Est. Value: $600 - $1800

**Spicy Detective Stories - 09/36**  
Grade: VG  
Author(s): Jerome Severs Perry [Robert Leslie Bellem] [Murderer's Bait] - E. Hoffman Price - Justin Case [Hugh B. Cave] - Arthur Wallace  
Artist: H. Parkhurst  
Est. Value: $400 - $1200

**Spicy Detective Stories - 04/38**  
Grade: VG  
Artist: H. Ward  
Est. Value: $300 - $900

**Spicy Detective Stories - 04/41**  
Grade: VG  
Author(s): E. Hoffman Price [Murder Salvage] - Justin Case [Hugh B. Cave] - Robert Leslie Bellem - Larry Dunn  
Artist: H. Ward  
Est. Value: $200 - $600

**Spicy Detective Stories - 07/42**  
Grade: G-VG  
Artist: -  
Est. Value: $150 - $450
Spicy Mystery Stories - 04/36
Grade: FN
Author(s): Lew Merrill [Zang the Creator] - Robert Leslie Bellem - E. Hoffman Price - Ralph Milne Farley
Artist: H. Parkhurst
Est. Value: $600 - $1800

Spicy Mystery Stories - 06/40
Grade: FN
Author(s): Lew Merrill [Vision of Death] - Robert Leslie Bellem - Laurence Donovan - Watt Dell
Artist: H. Parkhurst
Est. Value: $400 - $1200

Spicy Mystery Stories - 06/40
Grade: FN
Author(s): Lew Merrill [Vision of Death] - Robert Leslie Bellem - Laurence Donovan - Watt Dell
Artist: H. Parkhurst
Est. Value: $400 - $1200

Spicy Western Stories - 05/39
Grade: FN-VF
Author(s): Larry Dunn [Double-Cross Hellion] - E. Hoffman Price - Laurence Donovan - Rex Norman
Artist: H.J. Ward
Est. Value: $750 - $2250

Spicy Western Stories - 12/41
Grade: FN
Author(s): Laurence Donovan [Gunsmoke For Sale] - Larry Dunn
Artist: H.J. Ward
Est. Value: $400 - $1200
Spicy-Adventure Stories - 08/35

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 09/36

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 10/37

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 02/39

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 08/40

Spicy-Adventure Stories - 08/42

Stage and Screen Stories - 02/36

Stolen Sweets - 06/34
Grade: VG-FN - Author(s): Arthur Reeder [Fritzi Lands the Boss] - Frank Kenneth Young - Artist: - Est. Value: $200 - $600
**Super-Detective Stories - 07/35**

**Super-Detective - 04/42**

**Tattle Tales - Summer/38**
Grade: G-VG - Author(s): Patsy Hunt [Shy Guy!] - Ottom Nelson - Ken Cooper - Artist: Peter Driben - Est. Value: $75 - $225

**Ten Story Gang - 08/38**

**Terror Tales - 03-04/39**
Thrilling Detective - 04/38
Grade: FN - Author(s): Theodore Tinsley [The Murder Penny] - Paul Ernst - Jack Kofoed - Lawrence Treat - Artist: Rafael de Soto - Est. Value: $100 - $300

Thrilling Tales - 05/27

True Gang Life - 03/37

Western Story Sample [Free Copy] - 10/18/30
Grade: VF - Author(s): Max Brand [Rippon Rides Double] - Artist: W. Darr - Est. Value: $150 - $450

Wink - 12/54
Grade: FN-VF - Author(s): [] - Artist: Peter Driben - Est. Value: $50 - $150
Listing of All Pulps In This Catalog

“A”
Ace Detective Magazine - 08/36
Ace Detective Magazine - 10/36
Ace Mystery Magazine - 05/36
Ace Mystery Magazine - 09/36
Ace-High Detective Magazine - 09/36
Ace-High Detective Magazine - 12/36
Action Stories - 01/31
Action Stories - 06/31
Action Stories - 06/31
Action Stories - 10/31
Action Stories - 11/31
Action Stories - 10/34
Action Stories - 12/34
Action Stories - 04/35
Action Stories - 06/35
Action Stories - 12/35
Action Stories - 02/36
Action Stories - 04/36
Action Stories - 06/36
Action Stories - 09/36
Action Stories - 10/36
Action Stories - 01/37
Adventure Trails - 01/29
Adventure - 03/20/24
All Detective Magazine - 12/32
All Detective Magazine - 05/33
All Detective Magazine - 12/33
All Detective Magazine - 02/34
All Detective Magazine - 05/34
All Detective Magazine - 08/34
All Detective Magazine - 10/34
All Detective Magazine - 01/35
All Star Detective Stories - 12/30
Amazing Stories - 04/26
Amazing Stories - 06/27
American Magazine - 07/32
Annual Volume of High Heel - 1939
Argosy All-Story Weekly - 07/20/29
Argosy - 08/15/36
Argosy - 10/03/36
Argosy - 10/17/36
Argosy - 10/17/36
Argosy - 10/31/36
Argosy - 11/28/36

“B”
Bedtime Stories - 12/33
Bedtime Stories - 03/34
Bedtime Stories - 06/34
Bedtime Stories - 10/37
Bedtime Stories - 11/37
Bedtime Stories - 11/37
Bedtime Stories - 02/38
Bedtime Stories - 05/38
Bedtime Stories - 10/39
Black Book Detective Magazine - 10/34

“C”
Cabaret Stories - 09/28
Clever Stories - No Date Given
Clues Detective Stories - 07/35
Clues Detective Stories - 10/35
Clues Detective Stories - 01/38
Clues Detective Stories - 04/39
Clues - 12/33
College Humor - 08/27
Complete Detective - 05/38
Complete Detective - 08/38
Complete Detective - 11/38
Complete Gang Novel - 03/31
Complete Stories - 05/36
Complete Stories - 08/36
Cowboy Movie Thrillers - 12/41
Cowboy Stories - 06/36
Cowboy Stories - 07/37
Cupid's Capers - 03/34

“D”
Detective Action Stories - 10/30
Detective Action Stories - 01/31
Detective Action Stories - 12/36
Detective Action Stories - 06/07/37
Detective Action Stories - 10-11/37
Detective Book Magazine - 08/31
Detective Dragnet - 07/32
Detective Fiction Weekly - 06/04/32
Detective Short Stories - 04/38
Detective Story Magazine - 10/05/15
Detective Story Magazine - 10/05/16
Detective Story Magazine - 10/20/16
Detective Story Magazine - 01/03/25
Detective Story Magazine - 04/25/31
Detective Story Magazine - 09/19/31
Detective Story Magazine - 11/10/32
Detective Story Magazine - 09/41
Detective Tales - 09/35
Detective Tales - 05/36
Detective Tales - 09/36
Detective Tales - 09/36
Detective Tales - 10/36
Detective Tales - 03/37
Detective Tales - 10/37
Detective Tales - 06/38
Detective Tales - 07/38
Detective Tales - 04/39
Detective Tales - 05/39
Detective Tales - 09/40
Detective Tales - 04/41
Detective Tales - 09/42
Detective Trails - 11/29
Detective Yarns - 09/38
Dime Detective Magazine - 11/31
Dime Detective Magazine - 05/32
Dime Detective Magazine - 04/15/33
Dime Detective Magazine - 11/15/33
Dime Detective Magazine - 01/15/34
Dime Detective Magazine - 06/15/34
Dime Detective Magazine - 09/15/34
Dime Detective Magazine - 01/01/35
Dime Detective Magazine - 03/37
Dime Detective Magazine - 08/37
Dime Detective Magazine - 10/37
Dime Detective Magazine - 03/38
Dime Detective Magazine - 08/38
Dime Detective Magazine - 04/39
Dime Mystery Magazine - 06/34
Dime Mystery Magazine - 12/34
Dime Mystery Magazine - 03/35
Dime Mystery Magazine - 12/35
Dime Mystery Magazine - 10/36
Dime Mystery Magazine - 01/37
Dime Mystery Magazine - 07/38
Dime Mystery Magazine - 07/39
Double Action Western - 12/56
Double Detective - 09/40
Double Detective - 12/40
Double Detective - 02/41
Double Detective - 03/43
Double-Action Detective - 10/38
Double-Action Gang - 12/38
Dr. Yen Sin - 05/06/36
Dr. Yen Sin - 07/08/36
Dragnet - 01/30
Droll Stories - 10/26

“E”
Eerie Stories - 08/37
Everybody's Magazine - 09/15
Explorers - 09/29

“F”
Famous Story Magazine - 05/26
Far East Adventure Stories - 10/30
Far West Stories - 08/31
Feds - 10/36
### Fight Stories
- 07/29
- 02/30
- 02/30
- 03/30
- 03/30
- 06/30
- 09/30
- 05/31
- 03/32
- 05/31
- 03/32
- Winter 37
- Fall 38
- Fall 38
- Fall 38
- Spring 38
- Fall 39
- Summer 39
- Summer 40
- Summer 40
- Summer 40
- Summer 40
- Winter 37
- Fall 38
- Fall 39
- Winter 39
- Fall 40
- Winter 40
- Winter 40
- Fall 42
- Spring 42
- Summer 42
- Summer 42
- Fall 48
- 07/40
- 10/ No Year
- 1939
- 01/36
- 03/31
- 10/33
- 11/33
- 03/32
- 11/33
- 08/34
- 12/34
- 01/35
- 06/35
- 12/37
- 01/29
- 04/29
- 04/29
- 05/31
- 08/29
- 02/30
- 03/30
- 07/30
- 07/35
- 01/36
- 05/36
- 06/36
- 10/36

### Gang World
- 06/31

### Gangster Stories
- 06/31
- 06/32

### Gay Broadway
- Fall 36

### Gay Parisienne
- 03/32
- 11/33
- 08/34
- 12/34
- 01/35
- 06/35
- 12/37

### Ghost Stories
- 01/29
- 04/29
- 04/29

### Ginger Stories
- 05/31
- 08/29
- 02/30
- 03/30
- 07/30
- 07/35
- 01/36
- 05/36

### Gold Seal Detective
- 06/36

### Gun Molls Magazine
- 10/36

### Happy Stories
- No Date Given
Parisienne Revue - 1939
Pep Stories - 05/29
Pep Stories - 07/29
Pep Stories - 10/29
Pep Stories - 03/30
Pep Stories - 04/31
Pep Stories - 05/31
Pep Stories - 06/31
Pep Stories - 08/31
Pep Stories - 12/31
Pep Stories - 10/32
Pep Stories - 02/33
Pep Stories - 05/35
Pep Stories - 04/37
Pep Tec Tales - 10/37
Pep! - 12/26
Peppy Stories -1939
Personal Adventure - 12/37
Phantom Detective Cases [British] - Summer/48
Picture Crimes - 06/37
Policier [French] - 02/15/41
Popular Detective - 07/37
Popular Detective - 07/37
Popular Fiction Magazine - 02/32
Popular Magazine - 12/20/15
Popular Magazine - 12/07/30
Popular Magazine - 10/31
Popular - 01/28/28
Practical Electrics - 06/23
Prison Life Stories - 12/35
Private Detective Stories - 07/37
Private Detective Stories - 08/37
Private Detective Stories - 09/37
Private Detective Stories - 11/37
Private Detective Stories - 02/38
Private Detective Stories - 04/38
Private Detective Stories - 01/39
Private Detective Stories - 05/39
Private Detective Stories - 07/39
Private Detective Stories - 05/40
Prize Air Pilot Stories - 01/30
Prize Detective Magazine - 11/29

“R”
Racketeer and Gangland Stories - 05/32
Racketeer Stories - 08/30
Real Boudoir Tales - No Date Given
Real Boudoir Tales - 03/35
Real Confessions - 07/38
Real Detective Tales and Mystery Stories - 08/09/25
Real Detective Tales and Mystery Stories - 10/29
Real Detective Tales - 12/29
Real Mystery - 07/40
Real Smart - 10-11/30
Real Stolen Sweets - 01/35
Real Tempting Tales - 02/35
Red Blooded Stories - 10/28
Red Blooded Stories - 01/29
Red Blooded Stories - 02/29
Ring - 06/28
Romantic Western - 01/38
Romantic Western - 07/38
Romantic Western - 01/39
Romantic Western - 03/39

“S”
Saucy Movie Tales - 01/36
Saucy Movie Tales - 04/36
Saucy Movie Tales - 05/36
Saucy Movie Tales - 06/36
Saucy Movie Tales - 07/36
Saucy Movie Tales - 08/36
Saucy Movie Tales - 10/36
Saucy Movie Tales - 11/36
Saucy Movie Tales - 12/36
Saucy Movie Tales - 02/37
Saucy Movie Tales - 11/39
Saucy Romantic Adventures - 05/36
Saucy Romantic Adventures - 06/36
Saucy Romantic Adventures - 07/36
Saucy Romantic Adventures - 08/36
Scandals - 01/34
Scarlet Adventuress - 07/36
Scarlet Adventuress - 09/36
Scarlet Adventuress - 02/38
Scarlet Confessions - 04/36
Scarlet Confessions - 12/36
Scarlet Confessions - 02/37
Science and Invention - 08/23
Science and Invention - 11/23
Science and Invention - 10/26
Scotland Yard - 03/30
Screen Humor - 01/34
Secret Service Detective Stories - 11/30
Sentimental Stories - 09/27
Shaver Mystery Magazine - 1948
Short Stories - 03/10/26
Short Stories - 09/25/38
Sinister Stories [British] - No Date Given
Sizzling Detective Mysteries - 09/35
Sizzling Romances - 08/35
Smashing Novels Magazine - 07/36
Smashing Novels Magazine - 12/36
Snappy Romances - 06/35
Snappy Stories - 08/20/25
Snappy Stories - 01/20/26
Snappy Stories - 01/27
Snappy - 05/33
Snappy - 11/34
Snappy - 10/36
Speed Adventure Stories - 01/43
Speed Adventure Stories - 07/43
Speed Detective - 02/43
Speed Detective - 03/43
Speed Detective - 03/44
Speed Detective - 05/44
Speed Detective - 02/45

“S”
Speed Detective - 10/45
Speed Mystery - 01/43
Speed Mystery - 02/43
Speed Mystery - 07/43
Speed Mystery - 11/43
Speed Mystery - 01/44
Speed Mystery - 03/44
Spicy Detective Stories - 04/34
Spicy Detective Stories - 10/34
Spicy Detective Stories - 12/34
Spicy Detective Stories - 02/35
Spicy Detective Stories - 03/35
Spicy Detective Stories - 04/35
Spicy Detective Stories - 05/35
Spicy Detective Stories - 06/35
Spicy Detective Stories - 08/35
Spicy Detective Stories - 09/35
Spicy Detective Stories - 10/35
Spicy Detective Stories - 11/35
Spicy Detective Stories - 12/35
Spicy Detective Stories - 02/36
Spicy Detective Stories - 04/36
Spicy Detective Stories - 07/36
Spicy Detective Stories - 08/36
Spicy Detective Stories - 09/36
Spicy Detective Stories - 10/36
Spicy Detective Stories - 11/36
Spicy Detective Stories - 12/36
Spicy Detective Stories - 01/37
Spicy Detective Stories - 03/37
Spicy Detective Stories - 05/37
Spicy Detective Stories - 08/37
Spicy Detective Stories - 09/37
Spicy Detective Stories - 04/38
Spicy Detective Stories - 07/38
Spicy Detective Stories - 08/38
Spicy Detective Stories - 10/38
Spicy Detective Stories - 11/38
Spicy Detective Stories - 04/39
Spicy Detective Stories - 09/39
Spicy Detective Stories - 12/40
Spicy Detective Stories - 01/41
Spicy Detective Stories - 03/41
Spicy Detective Stories - 04/41
Spicy Detective Stories - 05/41
Spicy Detective Stories - 06/41
Spicy Detective Stories - 08/41
Spicy Detective Stories - 10/41
Spicy Detective Stories - 12/41
Spicy Detective Stories - 01/42
Spicy Detective Stories - 03/42
Spicy Detective Stories - 04/42
Spicy Detective Stories - 05/42
Spicy Detective Stories - 07/42
Spicy Detective Stories - 08/42
Spicy Detective Stories - 09/42
Spicy Detective Stories - 11/42
Spicy Detective Stories - 12/42
Terror Tales - 07-08/38
Terror Tales - 03-04/39
Terror Tales - 11-12/39
Terror Tales - 05-06/40
Thrilling Detective - 04/38
Thrilling Mysteries - 04/35
Thrilling Mystery - 01/36
Thrilling Mystery - 02/36
Thrilling Mystery - 09/36
Thrilling Mystery - 11/36
Thrilling Mystery - 11/38
Thrilling Stories - 12/29
Thrilling Tales - 05/27
Thrilling Tales - 10/27
Thrills of the Jungle - 12/29
tightrope! - 04/60
Top-Notch - 04/34
Top-Notch - 10/34
Top-Notch - 12/34
Top-Notch - 07/35
Top-Notch - 07/35
Triple-X Western - 01/36
Tropical Adventures - 04/28
Tropical Adventures - 05/28
True Gang Life - 03/37
Two Gun Stories - 06/30
Undercover Detective - 12/38
Underworld Romances - 11/31
Wall Street Stories - 03/29
War of the Worlds - 1938
Western Story Magazine - 09/03/32
Western Story Sample [Free Copy] - 10/18/30
Wide-Awake Magazine - 12/25/15
Wild Cherries - 10/33
Wings - Summer/48
Wink - 12/54

“Y”
Yankee Shorts [British] - 02/41
Young’s Realistic Stories - 11/41
Young’s Realistic Stories - 02/43

“Z”
Zeppelin Stories - 07/29